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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR REDUCING implementation and traffic filtering , while in fact forged 
UNWANTED DATA TRAFFIC IN A traffic coming from external networks still affects the ISP . 

COMPUTER NETWORK DRDOS attacks are therefore still a real threat to the Internet . 
ISPs unknowingly suffer a lot from this unwanted traffic . 

FIELD 5 First , it exhausts ISPs and their customers ' bandwidth 
affecting the Quality of Service ( QoS ) offered . Second , ISPs 

The present invention relates to methods and systems for are usually entitled to pay for the traffic ( especially , if it is 
reducing unwanted data traffic . The present invention more asymmetric ) leaving the network . Hence , ISPs are interested particularly relates to reducing unwanted data traffic in a to reduce the amount of outgoing traffic . At the same time , 
computer network due to a Distributed Reflection Denial of 10 the traffic generated by amplifiers hosted within the perim 
Service ( DRDOS ) attack . eter of an ISP network may reach substantial amounts . For 

instance , typically a single host vulnerable to NTP amplifi BACKGROUND cation could generate more than 2 TB of garbage traffic a 
In recent years there has been an unprecedented growth in 15 day . At the same time , an ISP network may host hundreds or 

the number and the size of DRDoS attacks . In such attacks , even thousands of such amplifiers that if abused , could 
crafted requests are sent to genuine machines , called ampli potentially waste significant amount of ISP's resources and 
fiers , which return amplified responses to a spoofed IP money . 
address of a victim , completely exhausting victim's band- FIG . 1 of the accompanying drawings exemplifies how a 
width . These responses can be hundreds or even thousands 20 DRDoS attack works . An attacker ( IP 198.51.100.1 ) issues 
of times larger in size than the corresponding originating requests to the preliminarily found hosts running vulnerable 
requests . For instance , Github , a well - known platform for protocols called amplifiers ( in our case , DNS server has IP 
software development , withstood such an attack while expe- 192.0.2.3 and NTP server is assigned with IP 192.0.2.2 ) with 
riencing whopping bandwidth of 1.35 Tb / sec . Due to the low a spoofed source IP address that points to a victim ( IP 
resource requirements from an attacker and the ease with 25 203.0.113.4 ) . Due to the existing functional vulnerabilities 
which the attacker can remain anonymous , these attacks in these protocols , some types of requests ( e.g. , the monlist 
have quickly gained popularity . command in NTP ) may generate considerably larger 

According to the Akamai report , in the fourth quarter of responses . Upon receiving this kind of request , the service 
2017 , DRDoS attacks increased by 4 % comparing to Q4 
2016 , with DNS , CLDAP and NTP being the most abused 30 address of the victim ( see the right - hand side of FIG . 1 ) . 

replies with a much bigger response to the spoofed IP 
protocols . Attackers continue to find new protocols vulner Such requests can be sent to a large amount of amplifiers in able for amplification . For instance , recently attackers have the Internet , and their collective responses may completely started abusing CLDAP and Memcached . exhaust victim or even ISP network . Amplification attacks are possible due to four factors : ( 1 ) 
there is no possibility for a genuine machine to check if a 35 The ease of launching , large scale impact with even 

limited resources make DRDOS attacks very popular among request comes from an original IP address ( no sender 
verification ) ; ( 2 ) some protocols return a response consid attackers . Moreover , the reflective nature of these attacks 
erably larger in size than the corresponding request ( ampli brings an additional benefit to adversaries , allowing them to 
fication ) ; ( 3 ) there are many amplifiers in the Internet ; and stay anonymous . Indeed , when a packet arrives to a victim 
( 4 ) traffic with spoofed IP addresses is allowed to pass 40 or to a vulnerable host there is no possibility to find out 
network perimeters . A number of initiatives have been attacker's source IP because it is spoofed . 
proposed to eliminate or reduce the influence of these There is a need for an improved method and system for 
factors . First , some vulnerable protocols have been patched reducing unwanted data traffic in a computer network due to 
either to completely eliminate the possibility of amplifica- a DRDOS attack . 
tion or to reduce the amplification factor . Second , a number 45 
of services around the world have been launched to reveal SUMMARY 
vulnerable hosts and educate people how to fix the issue . 
Third , tools to shutdown or reduce the power of an attack by According to one aspect of the present disclosure , there is 
sending special commands to vulnerable hosts have been provided a computer - implemented method for reducing 
also proposed . Moreover , generally it is highly recom- 50 unwanted data traffic in a computer network due to a 
mended to use stateful protocols , such as TCP or even better Distributed Reflection Denial of Service ( DRDOS ) attack , 
SCTP , where an interaction between a server and a client is the method comprising : receiving requests at a filtering 
not started until a connection is established . module ; operating the filtering module in a normal mode in 

However , the most effective way of dealing with DRDOS which the filtering module communicates the requests to a 
attacks is to prevent packets with forged source IP addresses 55 network device and a honeypot device in the computer 
passing through networks . This goal can be achieved if network ; and inspecting the requests received at the honey 
routing entities apply filtering of ingress traffic , allowing pot device to determine if the requests comprise a plurality 
only the packets with valid source IP addresses to pass . Such of attack requests that form part of a DRDoS attack and , if 
recommendations have been provided in RFC 2827 , which the requests comprise a plurality of attack requests , config 
is better known as IETF's Best Current Practice document 60 uring the filtering module to operate in a blocking mode in 
38 ( BCP 38 ) . However , 18 years after this document which the filtering module blocks further attack requests 
appeared the recommended changes have not yet been from being communicated to the network device while 
applied universally . There are even more doubts if the continuing to communicate further attack requests to the 
changes will ever be implemented . Indeed , Internet Service honeypot device , such that the honeypot device can continue 
Providers ( ISPs ) do not directly benefit from their imple- 65 to monitor attack requests during the DRDoS attack . 
mentation . This is because the recommendations require an In some embodiments , the method comprises determining 
ISP to spend its resources , both on the recommendation if a plurality of requests received at the honeypot device are 

a 
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attack requests by identifying if the plurality of requests packet timestamps in the queue and comparing the number 
each comprise the same source IP address and the same of packet timestamps with the second predetermined thresh 
destination port . old ; and if the number of packet timestamps is below the 

In some embodiments , the method further comprises : second predetermined threshold and the time difference is 
grouping the attack requests which comprise the same 5 above the second predetermined period of time , configuring 
source IP address and the same destination port into a flow the filtering module to return to the normal mode of opera 
group which corresponds to a DRDoS attack . tion . 

In some embodiments , if , during the inspection of the In some embodiments , the method further comprises : 
requests , the method identifies attack requests having a configuring the honeypot device to prevent the honeypot 
plurality of different source IP addresses and a plurality of 10 device from enacting attack requests received at the honey 
different destination ports , the method comprises grouping pot device when the filtering module is operating in the 
the attack requests into a plurality of flow groups , and the blocking mode . 
method further comprises configuring the filtering module to In some embodiments , the method further comprises : 
operate in a separate blocking mode for each flow group to generating a firewall rule which , when implemented , con 
block the attack requests for each respective flow group 15 figures the filtering module to operate in the blocking mode . 
from being communicated to the network device . In some embodiments , the firewall rule configures the 

In some embodiments , the method further comprises filtering module to perform traffic shaping when the filtering 
identifying the subnet of each attack request and , if the module is operating in the blocking mode . 
method identifies that there are a plurality of attack requests In some embodiments , the method further comprises : 
corresponding to the same subnetwork , the method com- 20 cancelling the firewall rule to configure the filtering module 
prises configuring the filtering module to operate in the to return to the normal mode of operation . 
blocking mode to block all requests corresponding to that According to another aspect of the present disclosure , 
subnetwork and the same destination port from being com- there is provided a computer program product comprising 
municated to the network device . instructions which , when executed by a computing system , 

In some embodiments , the method comprises determining 25 cause the computing system to : receive requests at a filtering 
if a plurality of requests received at the honeypot device are module ; operate the filtering module in a normal mode in 
attack requests by performing deep packet inspection to which the filtering module communicates the requests to a 
identify if the plurality of requests each comprise the same network device and a honeypot device in the computer 
protocol command . network ; and inspect the requests received at the honeypot 

In some embodiments , the method further comprises : 30 device to determine if the requests comprise a plurality of 
configuring the filtering module to operate in the blocking attack requests that form part of a DRDoS attack and , if the 
mode if the number of attack requests received at the requests comprise a plurality of attack requests , configuring 
honeypot device over a first predetermined period of time is the filtering module to operate in a blocking mode in which 
above a first predetermined threshold . the filtering module blocks further attack requests from 

In some embodiments , the method further comprises : 35 being communicated to the network device while continuing 
storing a packet timestamp of each attack request with the to communicate further attack requests to the honeypot 
same source IP address and the same destination port in a device , such that the honeypot device can continue to 
queue ; computing the time difference between the earliest monitor attack requests during the DRDOS attack . 
packet timestamp in the queue and the most recent packet According to another aspect of the present disclosure , 
timestamp added to the queue ; comparing the time differ- 40 there is provided a computer readable medium storing 
ence with the first predetermined period of time and , if the instructions which , when executed by a computing system , 
time difference is less than or equal to the first predetermined cause the computing system to : receive requests at a filtering 
period of time , identifying the number of packet timestamps module ; operate the filtering module in a normal mode in 
in the queue and comparing the number of packet time- which the filtering module communicates the requests to a 
stamps with the first predetermined threshold ; configuring 45 network device and a honeypot device in the computer 
the filtering module to operate in the blocking mode if the network ; and inspect the requests received at the honeypot 
number of packet timestamps is above the first predeter- device to determine if the requests comprise a plurality of 
mined threshold and the time difference is below the first attack requests that form part of a DRDOS attack and , if the 
predetermined period of time . requests comprise a plurality of attack requests , configuring 

In some embodiments , the method further comprises : 50 the filtering module to operate in a blocking mode in which 
monitoring the number of further attack requests received at the filtering module blocks further attack requests from 
the honeypot device over a second predetermined period of being communicated to the network device while continuing 
time and , if the number of further attack requests received at to communicate further attack requests to the honeypot 
the honeypot device over the second predetermined period device , such that the honeypot device can continue to 
of time falls to below a second predetermined threshold , 55 monitor attack requests during the DRDOS attack . 
configuring the filtering module to return to the normal According to another aspect of the present disclosure , 
mode of operation . there is provided a system for reducing unwanted data traffic 

In some embodiments , if the honeypot device receives a in a computer network due to a DRDoS attack , the system 
request comprising a source IP address and a destination port comprising : a network device ; a honeypot device which is 
matching a flow group , the method further comprises : stor- 60 coupled for communication with the network device ; and a 
ing a packet timestamp of the request in a queue for the flow filtering module which is coupled for communication with 
group ; computing the time difference between the earliest the network device and the honeypot device , the filtering 
packet timestamp in the queue and the most recent packet module being configured to receive requests and configured 
timestamp added to the queue ; comparing the time differ- to operate in a normal mode in which the filtering module 
ence with the second predetermined period of time and , if 65 communicates the requests to the network device and the 
the time difference is equal to or greater than the second honeypot device , wherein : the honeypot device is configured 
predetermined period of time , identifying the number of to inspect the requests received at the honeypot device to 

a 
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determine if the requests comprise a plurality of attack if the number of attack requests received at the honeypot 
requests that form part of a DRDoS attack and , if the device over a first predetermined period of time is above a 
requests comprise a plurality of attack requests , the honey- first predetermined threshold . 
pot device is operable to configure the filtering module to In some embodiments , the system is configured to : store 
operate in a blocking mode in which the filtering module 5 a packet timestamp of each attack request with the same 
blocks further attack requests from being communicated to source IP address and the same destination port in a queue ; 
the network device while continuing to communicate further compute the time difference between the earliest packet 
attack requests to the honeypot device . timestamp in the queue and the most recent packet time 

In some embodiments , the system further comprises : a stamp added to the queue ; compare the time difference with 
DRDOS firewall module which is configured to generate a 10 the first predetermined period of time and , if the time 
firewall rule which , when implemented , configures the fil difference is less than or equal to the first predetermined 
tering module to operate in the blocking mode . period of time , identify the number of packet timestamps in 

In some embodiments , the firewall rule configures the the queue and compare the number of packet timestamps 

filtering module to perform traffic shaping when the filtering 15 filtering module to operate in the blocking mode if the with the first predetermined threshold ; and configure the 
module is operating in the blocking mode . number of packet timestamps is above the first predeter In some embodiments , the system is configured to cancel mined threshold and the time difference is below the first the firewall rule to configure the filtering module to return to predetermined period of time . 
the normal mode of operation . In some embodiments , the honeypot device is configured 

In some embodiments , the filtering module is a module in 20 to monitor the number of further attack requests received at 
a software defined networking ( SDN ) network which com the honeypot device over a second predetermined period of 
prises an SDN controller module which is coupled for time and , if the number of further attack requests received at 
communication with the filtering module , the SDN control- the honeypot device over the second predetermined period 
ler module being operable to configure the filtering module of time falls to below a second predetermined threshold , 
according to the generated firewall rules . 25 configure the filtering module to return to the normal mode 

In some embodiments , the filtering module is a firewall of operation . 
switch device which is configured to operate in the blocking In some embodiments , if the honeypot device receives a 
mode in response to firewall rules generated by the DRDOS request comprising a source IP address and a destination port 
firewall module . matching a flow group , the system is configured to : store a 

In some embodiments , the filtering module is provided at 30 packet timestamp of the request in a queue for the flow 
the edge of a computer network and configured to receive group ; compute the time difference between the earliest 
requests from outside the computer network and to commu packet timestamp in the queue and the most recent packet 
nicate the requests to the network device and the honeypot timestamp added to the queue ; compare the time difference 
device which are provided within the computer network . with the second predetermined period of time and , if the 

In some embodiments , the honeypot device is configured 35 time difference is equal to or greater than the second 
predetermined period of time , identifying the number of to determine if a plurality of requests received at the packet timestamps in the queue and comparing the number honeypot device are attack requests by identifying if the of packet timestamps with the second predetermined thresh plurality of requests each comprise the same source IP old ; and if the number of packet timestamps is below the address and the same destination port . 40 second predetermined threshold and the time difference is In some embodiments , the system is configured to group above the second predetermined period of time , configure 

attack requests which comprise the same source IP address the filtering module to return to the normal mode of opera 
and the same destination port into a flow group which tion . 
corresponds to a DRDoS attack . In some embodiments , the system is configured to prevent 

In some embodiments , the system is configured to : iden- 45 the honeypot device from enacting attack requests received 
tify attack requests having a plurality of different source IP at the honeypot device when the filtering module is operat 
addresses and a plurality of different destination ports ; group ing in the blocking mode . 
the attack requests into a plurality of flow groups ; and 
configure the filtering module to operate in a separate BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
blocking mode for each flow group to block the attack 50 
requests for each respective flow group from being commu- So that the present invention may be more readily under 
nicated to the network device . stood , embodiments of the present invention will now be 

In some embodiments , the system is configured to iden- described , by way of example , with reference to the accom 
tify the subnet of each attack request and , if the system panying drawings , in which : 
identifies that there are a plurality of attack requests corre- 55 FIG . 1 is a diagram explaining a DRDoS attack , 
sponding to the same subnetwork , the system is operable to FIG . 2 is a diagram illustrating a high - level overview of 
configure the filtering module to operate in the blocking a system of some embodiments , and 
mode to block all requests corresponding to that subnetwork FIG . 3 is a diagram explaining the workflow of a system 
and the same destination port from being communicated to of some embodiments . 
the network device . 

In some embodiments , the system is configured to deter DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
mine if a plurality of requests received at the honeypot 
device are attack requests by performing deep packet inspec- Embodiments of the present invention seek to detect 
tion to identify if the plurality of requests each comprise the spoofed traffic and filter it out at the edge of an ISP network 
same protocol command . 65 in near real time . This prevents garbage traffic being gen 

In some embodiments , the system is configured to con- erated by amplifiers located within the network , thereby 
figure the filtering module to operate in the blocking mode reducing the load on the resources of an Internet Service 
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Provider ( ISP ) . ISPs therefore benefit directly from the FIG . 2 of the accompanying drawings provides a high 
improvements provided by the system . Moreover , the sys- level overview of the system of some embodiments . There 
tem also seeks to aid other Internet citizens indirectly . First , are four main components in the system ( marked with 
the system can help to reduce or completely eliminate ( if Roman numerals ) : 
being deployed world - wide ) attack traffic to victims . Sec- 5 I. SDN Controller which is also referred to hereinafter as 
ond , the system encourages ISPs to implement the IETF's SDN controller module ; 
Best Current Practice document 38 ( BCP 38 ) . II . DRDOS Firewall Application which is also referred to 
The system uses a honeypot device , referred to hereinafter hereinafter as DRDOS firewall module ; 

as an Amplification Honeypot , which is provided within a III . SDN Forwarding Device which is also referred to 
computer network . The Amplification Honeypot is a net hereinafter as filtering module ; and 

IV . Amplification Honeypot which is also referred to work connected computing device , such as a server or a hereinafter as honeypot device or honeypot . virtual server running or proxying one or more protocols that All incoming traffic to the ISP network passes through are vulnerable to amplification attacks . For instance , the SDN Forwarding Device ( filtering module ) ( Component III Amplification Honeypot may simulate running vulnerable 15 in FIG . 3 ) . This edge device plays the role of firewall 
DNS and NTP protocols . The Amplification Honeypot is filtering out the traffic that matches defined flow rules . The deployed within the perimeter of an ISP network to provide flow rules are generated by the DRDOS Firewall Application 
information about an occurring attack . The system of some based on the information provided by Amplification Hon 
embodiments can also receive the data about amplification eypot . DRDOS Firewall Application uses the functionality 
attacks from external sources . The Amplification Honeypot 20 provided by SDN Controller to deploy the rules on SDN 
is not typically used by benign clients because it does not Forwarding Device . 
usually advertise its services . Therefore , only malicious In some embodiments , the system is not SDN - based but 
users , who have eviously scanned the network and dis- instead uses a traditional network . In these embodiments , the 
covered the amplification honeypot as a vulnerable host , will roles of SDN Forwarding Device ( filtering module ) and 
employ it for an attack . Benignly participating in the attack , 25 SDN Controller are executed by a network device and a 
the honeypot collects information , namely the victim's IP custom filtering module that deploys firewall rules on it 
address and what service is being abused . An ISP can use derived from the honeypot data . 
this information to stop spoofed traffic entering its network . In order to launch an attack , an adversary will detect a first 
As a result , the spoofed traffic will not reach other vulnerable server or network device which is vulnerable for amplifica 
hosts or network devices in the network and will not be 30 tion . Let us assume that , during a preliminary scan , the 

adversary has discovered two hosts in the ISP's network amplified . 
The system of some embodiments uses a Software vulnerable for DNS amplification attack : an open resolver 

with IP 192.0.2.3 and the honeypot with IP 192.0.2.1 ( see Defined Networking ( SDN ) paradigm to filter out spoofed FIG . 2 ) . traffic . In particular , some embodiments incorporate an SDN During the attack , the adversary sends requests with a Firewall application that , having information from the spoofed victim IP address to these two hosts ( see arrows of Amplification Honeypot , automatically deploys firewall Steps 1 and 2 in FIG . 2 ) targeting a vulnerable protocol 
rules on edge switches that drop spoofed traffic . The SDN running on a predefined UDP port ( e.g. , DNS runs on port 
provides a generic interface with which to interact with 53 ) . 
network devices , making the system vendor - agnostic . 40 At Step 3 , the vulnerable server and the Amplification 
Hence , the system can be deployed easily in networks Honeypot generate amplified replies in response to the 
having SDN capabilities . In other embodiments , the system received requests . At this stage , the SDN Forwarding Device 
may use other ways to block spoofed traffic , e.g. , border ( filtering module ) is still operating in a normal mode . 
gateway protocol flow specification ( BGP Flowspec ) , hard- However , the Amplification Honeypot also starts monitoring 
ware or software firewalls . 45 the attack and it inspects the requests received at the 

The system of some embodiments may be also adapted Amplification Honeypot to determine if the requests com 
for traditional networks ( i.e. networks that do not use SDN ) prise a plurality of attack requests that form part of a DRDOS 
given an interface which enables the system to interact with attack . In this embodiment , if the volume of requests 
traditional network devices ( e.g. hardware switches ) . received at the Amplification Honeypot exceeds a predefined 

The Amplification Honeypot carefully participates in the 50 threshold ( the amount of the requests received in a period of 
time for a combination of victim IP address and destination attacks through a number of limiting mechanisms . As a 

result , a victim receives negligible amplified traffic from UDP port ) it stops issuing responses to attack requests and 
Amplification Honeypot and any amplified traffic is only sends an alert to DRDOS Firewall Application ( Step 4 ) . This 

application through the SDN Controller ( Step 5 ) issues an received in the beginning of an attack . The Amplification 55 OpenFlow firewall rule to configure the SDN Forwarding Honeypot does not advertise itself to clients . Adversaries Device ( Step 6 ) to operate in a blocking mode in which the discover the Amplification Honeypot when they perform SDN Forwarding Device blocks all incoming packets with Internet - wide scanning to find vulnerable services . Scanning source IP address and destination port matching to the victim 
is similar to an attack : the same requests which may result IP address and DNS port correspondingly . Hence , all con 
in amplified response are sent . 60 secutive requests from the attacker ( Step a ) will be blocked 
However , in this case attackers do not spoof IP address by the edge device and will not reach the vulnerable servers 

receiving back a response . If they find from the response that ( Step b ) . 
the service is vulnerable to amplification , they add host's IP In some embodiments , the firewall rule configures the 
address to a list of amplifiers which are later used to launch filtering module to perform traffic shaping when the filtering 
attacks . Therefore , in order to be discovered , the Amplifi- 65 module is operating in the blocking mode . In these embodi 
cation Honeypot is forced to reply to the first several ments , the traffic shaping is a mechanism such as , but not 
requests with amplified responses . limited to , throttling or redirection for additional inspection . 
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At the beginning of the operation , the DRDOS Firewall block the attack requests for each respective flow group 
Application installs a rule on SDN Forwarding Device that from being communicated to a network device . 
prevents the traffic coming to Amplification Honeypot from In some embodiments , the system is configured to deter 
being blocked ( this rule has higher priority than the ones mine if a plurality of requests received at the honeypot 
issued by DRDOS Firewall Application ) . Such whitelisting 5 device are attack requests by performing deep packet inspec 
allows the honeypot to continue to monitor attack requests tion to identify if the plurality of requests each comprise the 
received during the DRDoS attack . Once the attack is over same protocol command ( e.g. a protocol command that is 
( no amplification requests are received within specified vulnerable for amplification ) . 
period of time ) , the honeypot notifies DRDOS Firewall Once the rule is added , the honeypot starts to monitor 
Application to drop the corresponding firewall rule . Despite 10 when the attack is over . To detect this , the honeypot relies on 
the whitelisting , the honeypot mildly participates in the two parameters : Drop Rule Time Window and Drop Rule 

Threshold . If the number of packets monitored on the attack ( and only in the beginning ) due to its internal rate honeypot drops below the latter threshold value , during the limiting mechanisms . former time window , the honeypot instructs the DRDOS Using such protection system , a provider can early stop 15 Firewall Application to remove the corresponding rule from 
the abuse of vulnerable services within its network . As a the SDN Forwarding Device ( Step 3 in FIG . 3 ) . Drop Rule 
result , this saves the ISP's financial resources by filtering out Threshold regulates how fast the rule is discarded from the 
the outgoing garbage traffic , for which ISPs are usually SDN Forwarding Device . 
entitled to pay . Moreover , the system improves the ISP's In some embodiments , the system configures the filtering 
Quality of Service and prevents customers ' services from 20 module to operate in the blocking mode if the number of 
being abused . In addition , the system can help to reduce or attack requests received at the honeypot device over a first 
completely eliminate ( if being deployed world - wide ) attack predetermined period of time is above a first predetermined 
traffic to victims . Such filtering can also be applied to the threshold . 
transit traffic preventing vulnerable services in other ISP In some embodiments , the system is configured to store a 
networks from being abused . 25 packet timestamp of each attack request in a queue and to 

It should be noted that in some embodiments instead of compute the time difference between the earliest packet 
DRDOS Firewall Application , a software application can be timestamp in the queue and the most recent packet time 
used that will interact with the edge device filtering mecha- stamp added to the queue . The system then compares the 
nism ( e.g. , BGP Flowspec , software or hardware firewalls ) time difference with the first predetermined period of time . 
to block spoofed traffic based on the data provided by the 30 If the time difference is less than or equal to the first 
Amplification Honeypot or other similar agents . predetermined period of time , the system identifies the 
FIG . 3 of the accompanying drawings explains the work- number of packet timestamps in the queue and comparing 

flow of the system of some embodiments . The honeypot the number of packet timestamps with the first predeter 
monitors all incoming packets sent by attackers ( represented mined threshold . The system then configures the filtering 
with arrows in FIG . 3 ) , be them scans or attack requests . 35 module to operate in the blocking mode if the number of 
This gives the honeypot real - time visibility on ongoing packet timestamps is above the first predetermined thresh 
amplification attacks . Packets are grouped into flows accord- old . 
ing to a key . For instance , the packets can be grouped The system is configured to monitor the number of further 
together according to a unique tuple of source IP address and attack requests received at the honeypot device over a 
destination port . In some embodiments , the system is con- 40 second predetermined period of time . If the number of 
figured to group attack requests which comprise the same further attack requests received at the honeypot device over 
identified source IP address and the same destination port the second predetermined period of time falls to below a 
into a flow group which corresponds to a DRDoS attack . second predetermined threshold , the system configures the 

In some embodiments , every flow corresponds either to filtering module to return to the normal mode of operation . 
attack or scan set of packets . Each unique flow is assigned 45 The system of some embodiments is therefore configured 
with a counter that counts the number of packets which such that if the honeypot device receives a request compris 
arrive within a predefined time interval ( Add Rule Time ing a source IP address and a destination port matching a 
Window in FIG . 3 ) . If the number of packets exceeds a flow group , the system stores a packet timestamp of the 
predetermined threshold ( Add Rule Threshold ) , meaning request in a queue for the flow group . The system then 
that incoming packets belong to an attack rather than to a 50 computes the time difference between the earliest packet 
scan , the honeypot generates an Attack Start Alert . timestamp in the queue and the most recent packet time 

The Attack Start Alert is sent to the DRDOS Firewall stamp added to the queue and compares the time difference 
Application preferably together with the category identifier with the second predetermined period of time . If the time 
represented by flow_pattern . The DRDOS Firewall Applica- difference is equal to or greater than the second predeter 
tion , using SDN Controller , issues an OpenFlow flow_mod 55 mined period of time , the system identifies the number of 
instruction to the SDN Forwarding Device , requesting to packet timestamps in the queue and compares the number of 
add a new rule ( command ADD ) to drop packets ( actions packet timestamps with the second predetermined threshold . 
drop ) fitting the criteria ( matching flow_pattern , e.g. , with If the number of packet timestamps is below the second 
specific source IP address and destination port ) . Thus , once predetermined threshold , the system configures the filtering 
the attack is detected , the SDN Forwarding Device will 60 module to return to the normal mode of operation . block all incoming packets matching the pattern . In some embodiments , the system configures the honey 

In some embodiment , the system is configured to identify pot device to prevent the honeypot device from enacting 
attack requests having a plurality of different source IP attack requests received at the honeypot device when the 
addresses and a plurality of different destination ports and to filtering module is operating in the blocking mode . 
group attack requests into a plurality of flow groups . In these 65 While in the embodiments described above , the system is 
embodiments , the system configures the filtering module to configured to block attack requests corresponding to an 
operate in a separate blocking mode for each flow group to identified source IP address ( e.g. , 1.1.1.1 ) and a destination a 
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port . In other embodiments the system is configured to block tively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to , or 
attack requests corresponding to an entire subnetwork ( e.g. both , one or more mass storage devices for storing data , e.g. , 
subnetwork 1.1.1 . * ) and a destination port . These embodi- magnetic , magneto - optical disks , or optical disks . However , 
ments result in fewer rules that must be enacted by the a computer need not have such devices . Devices suitable for 
filtering module compared with embodiments in which a storing computer program instructions and data include all 
separate rule is required to block each source IP address and forms of non - volatile memory , media and memory devices , 
destination port . including by way of example semiconductor memory 
An example test demonstrated that the system of one devices , e.g. , EPROM ( Erasable Programmable Read - Only embodiment allows an ISP to filter out approximately 1,505 Memory ) , EEPROM ( Electrically Erasable Programmable GB of garbage traffic a day . This test result was for the case 10 Read - Only Memory ) , and flash memory devices ; magnetic when there is only one amplifier for each vulnerable proto 

col . However , in practice an ISP network will typically host disks , e.g. , internal hard disks or removable disks ; magneto 
thousands of such amplifiers . optical disks ; and CD - ROM and DVD - ROM disks . 

Testing confirmed that the system of some embodiments To provide for interaction with a user , some embodiments 
is capable of filtering out substantial amounts of garbage 15 are implemented on a computer having a display device , 
traffic , thereby saving an ISP money and improving the QoS e.g. , a CRT ( cathode ray tube ) or LCD ( liquid crystal 
for its clients . Moreover , by restricting the number of display ) monitor , for displaying information to the user and 
vulnerable hosts participating in an attack , the system helps a keyboard and a pointing device , e.g. , a mouse or a 
victims making the ongoing “ storm ” of an attack lighter or trackball , by which the user can provide input to the com 
completely eliminating the attack . 20 puter . Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for 

Embodiments of the subject matter and the functional interaction with a user as well ; for example , feedback 
operations described herein can be implemented in digital provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback , 
electronic circuitry , or in computer software , firmware , or e.g. , visual feedback , auditory feedback , or tactile feedback ; 
hardware , including the structures disclosed in this specifi- and input from the user can be received in any form , 
cation and their structural equivalents , or in combinations of 25 including acoustic , speech , or tactile input . 
one or more of them . The computing system can include clients and servers . A 
Some embodiments are implemented using one or more client and server are generally remote from each other and 

modules of computer program instructions encoded on a typically interact through a communication network . The 
computer - readable medium for execution by , or to control relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer 
the operation of , a data processing apparatus . The computer- 30 programs running on the respective computers and having a 
readable medium can be a manufactured product , such as client - server relationship to each other . Embodiments of the 
hard drive in a computer system or an embedded system . subject matter described in this specification can be imple 
The computer - readable medium can be acquired separately mented in a computing system that includes a back - end 
and later encoded with the one or more modules of computer component , e.g. , as a data server , or that includes a middle 
program instructions , such as by delivery of the one or more 35 ware component , e.g. , an application server , or that includes 
modules of computer program instructions over a wired or a front - end component , e.g. , a client computer having a 
wireless network . The computer - readable medium can be a graphical user interface or a Web browser through which a 
machine - readable storage device , a machine - readable stor- user can interact with an implementation of the subject 
age substrate , a memory device , or a combination of one or matter described is this specification , or any combination of 
more of them . 40 one or more such back - end , middleware , or front - end com 

The terms " computing device " and " data processing appa- ponents . The components of the system can be intercon 
ratus ” encompass all apparatus , devices , and machines for nected by any form or medium of digital data communica 
processing data , including by way of example a program tion , e.g. , a communication network . Examples of 
mable processor , a computer , or multiple processors or communication networks include a local area network 
computers . The apparatus can include , in addition to hard- 45 ( “ LAN ” ) and a wide area network ( " WAN ” ) , an inter 
ware , code that creates an execution environment for the network ( e.g. , the Internet ) , and peer - to - peer networks ( e.g. , 
computer program in question , e.g. , code that constitutes ad hoc peer - to - peer networks ) . 
processor firmware , a protocol stack , a database manage- In the present specification “ comprise ” means “ includes 
ment system , an operating system , a runtime environment , or consists of ” and “ comprising ” means “ including or con 
or a combination of one or more of them . In addition , the 50 sisting of ” . 
apparatus can employ various different computing model The features disclosed in the foregoing description , or the 
infrastructures , such as web services , distributed computing following claims , or the accompanying drawings , expressed 
and grid computing infrastructures . in their specific forms or in terms of a means for performing 

The processes and logic flows described in this specifi the disclosed function , or a method or process for attaining 
cation can be performed by one or more programmable 55 the disclosed result , as appropriate , may , separately , or in 
processors executing one or more computer programs to any combination of such features , be utilised for realising 
perform functions by operating on input data and generating the invention in diverse forms thereof . 
output . 

Processors suitable for the execution of a computer pro- The invention claimed is : 
gram include , by way of example , both general and special 60 1. A computer - implemented method for reducing 
purpose microprocessors , and any one or more processors of unwanted data traffic in an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
any kind of digital computer . Generally , a processor will network due to a Distributed Reflection Denial of Service 
receive instructions and data from a read - only memory or a ( DRDOS ) attack , the ISP network comprising a plurality of 
random access memory or both . The essential elements of a network devices connected together in a computer network , 
computer are a processor for performing instructions and 65 wherein the method comprises : 
one or more memory devices for storing instructions and receiving requests at a filtering module provided at an 
data . Generally , a computer will also include , or be opera edge of the ISP network , wherein the filtering module 
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comprises a first processor and a first memory , and 8. The method of claim 7 , wherein the method further 
wherein the filtering module receives the requests from comprises : 
outside the ISP network ; storing a packet timestamp of each attack request with the 

same source IP address and the same destination port in operating the filtering module in a normal mode in which a queue ; the filtering module communicates the requests to a computing the time difference between the earliest packet 
network device of the plurality of network devices and timestamp in the queue and the most recent packet 
a honeypot device in the ISP network , wherein the timestamp added to the queue ; 
network device comprises a second processor and a comparing the time difference with the first predetermined 
second memory , and wherein the honeypot device period of time and , if the time difference is less than or 
comprises a third processor and a third memory ; equal to the first predetermined period of time , identi 

fying the number of packet timestamps in the queue inspecting the requests received at the honeypot device to and comparing the number of packet timestamps with 
determine if the requests comprise a plurality of attack the first predetermined threshold ; and 
requests that form part of a DRDoS attack and , if the configuring the filtering module to operate in the blocking 
requests comprise a plurality of attack requests , con- mode if the number of packet timestamps is above the 
figuring the filtering module to operate in a blocking first predetermined threshold and the time difference is 
mode in which the filtering module blocks further below the first predetermined period of time . 
attack requests from being communicated to the net 9. The method of claim 1 , wherein the method further 
work device while continuing to communicate the comprises : 
further attack requests to the honeypot device , such that 20 monitoring the number of further attack requests received 
the honeypot device can continue to monitor attack at the honeypot device over a second predetermined 
requests during the DRDoS attack ; and period of time and , if the number of further attack 

requests received at the honeypot device over the 
generating , by a DRDOS firewall module comprising a second predetermined period of time falls to below a 

fourth processor and a fourth memory , a firewall rule second predetermined threshold , configuring the filter 
which , when implemented , configures the filtering ing module to return to the normal mode of operation . 
module to operate in the blocking mode . 10. The method of claim 9 , wherein the method further 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the method comprises comprises : 
determining if a plurality of requests received at the hon determining if a plurality of requests received at the 
eypot device are attack requests by identifying if the plu- 30 honeypot device are attack requests by identifying if 
rality of requests each comprise the same source IP address the plurality of requests each comprise the same source 
and the same destination port . IP address and the same destination port ; and 

grouping the attack requests which comprise the same 
3. The method of claim 2 , wherein the method further source IP address and the same destination port into a 

comprises : flow group which corresponds to a DRDOS attack , 
grouping the attack requests which comprise the same wherein if the honeypot device receives a request 

source IP address and the same destination port into a comprising a source IP address and a destination port 
flow which group corresponds to a DRDoS attack . matching a flow group , the method comprises : 

storing a packet timestamp of the request in a queue for 
4. The method of claim 3 , wherein if , during the inspec 

tion of the requests , the method identifies attack requests 40 computing the time difference between the earliest 
having a plurality of different source IP addresses and a packet timestamp in the queue and the most recent plurality of different destination ports , the method comprises packet timestamp added to the queue ; 
grouping the attack requests into a plurality of flow groups , comparing the time difference with the second prede 
and the method further comprises configuring the filtering termined period of time and , if the time difference is module to operate in a separate blocking mode for each flow equal to or greater than the second predetermined 
group to block the attack requests for each respective flow period of time , identifying the number of packet 
group from being communicated to the network device . timestamps in the queue and comparing the number 

5. The method of claim 3 , wherein the method further of packet timestamps with the second predetermined 
comprises identifying the subnet of each attack request and , threshold ; and 
if the method identifies that there are a plurality of attack 50 if the number of packet timestamps is below the second 
requests corresponding to the same subnetwork , the method predetermined threshold and the time difference is 
comprises configuring the filtering module to operate in the above the second predetermined period of time , 
blocking mode to block all requests corresponding to that configuring the filtering module to return to the 
subnetwork and the same destination port from being com normal mode of operation . 
municated to the network device . 11. The method of claim 1 , wherein the method further 

6. The method of claim 1 , wherein the method comprises comprises : 
determining if a plurality of requests received at the hon configuring the honeypot device to prevent the honeypot 
eypot device are attack requests by performing deep packet device from enacting attack requests received at the 
inspection to identify if the plurality of requests each com honeypot device when the filtering module is operating 
prise the same protocol command . in the blocking mode . 

12. The method of claim 1 , wherein the firewall rule 
7. The method of claim 1 , wherein the method further configures the filtering module to perform traffic shaping comprises : when the filtering module is operating in the blocking mode . 
configuring the filtering module to operate in the blocking 13. The method of claim 1 , wherein the method further 
mode if the number of attack requests received at the 65 comprises : 
honeypot device over a first predetermined period of cancelling the firewall rule to configure the filtering 
time is above a first predetermined threshold . module to return to the normal mode of operation . 
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14. A system for reducing unwanted data traffic in an the requests and configured to operate in a normal 
Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) network due to a Distributed mode in which the filtering module communicates the 
Reflection Denial of Service ( DRDOS ) attack , the ISP net requests to the network device and the honeypot 
work comprising a plurality of network devices connected device , wherein : 
together in a computer network , and wherein the system 5 the honeypot device is configured to inspect the requests 
comprises : received at the honeypot device to determine if the 

a first processor ; and requests comprise a plurality of attack requests that 
a first memory ; form part of a DRDoS attack and , if the requests 
wherein the first memory storing executable instructions comprise a plurality of attack requests , the honeypot 

which , when executed by the first processor , cause the 10 device is operable to configure the filtering module to 
system to : operate in a blocking mode in which the filtering 
receive requests at filtering module provided at an module blocks further attack requests from being com 

edge of the ISP network , wherein the filtering mod- municated to the network device while continuing to 
ule comprises a second processor and a second communicate the further attack requests to the honey 
memory , and wherein the filtering module receives 15 pot device ; and 
the requests from outside the ISP network ; a DRDOS firewall module comprising a fourth processor 

operate the filtering module in a normal mode in which and a fourth memory , the fourth memory storing 
the filtering module communicates the requests to a executable instructions which , when executed by the 
network device of the plurality of network devices fourth processor , cause the fourth processor to perform 
and a honeypot device in the ISP network , wherein 20 at least one function of the DRDOS firewall module , 
the network device comprises a third processor and wherein the DRDOS firewall module is configured to 
a third memory , and wherein the honeypot device generate a firewall rule which , when implemented , 
comprises a fourth processor and a fourth memory ; configures the filtering module to operate in the block 

inspect the requests received at the honeypot device to ing mode . 
determine if the requests comprise a plurality of 25 16. The system of claim 15 , wherein the firewall rule 
attack requests that form part of a DRDOS attack and , configures the filtering module to perform traffic shaping 
if the requests comprise a plurality of attack requests , when the filtering module is operating in the blocking mode . 
configure the filtering module to operate in a block- 17. The system of claim 15 , wherein the system is 
ing mode in which the filtering module blocks fur- configured to cancel the firewall rule to configure the 
ther attack requests from being communicated to the 30 filtering module to return to the normal mode of operation . 
network device while continuing to communicate the 18. The system of claim 15 , wherein the filtering module 
further attack requests to the honeypot device , such is a module in a software defined networking ( SDN ) net 
that the honeypot device can continue to monitor work which comprises an SDN controller module which is 
attack requests during the DRDoS attack ; and coupled for communication with the filtering module , the 

generating , by a DRDOS firewall module comprising a 35 SDN controller module being operable to configure the 
fifth processor and a fifth memory , a firewall rule filtering module according to firewall rules generated by the 
which , when implemented , configures the filtering DRDOS firewall module . 
module to operate in the blocking mode . 19. The system of claim 15 , wherein the filtering module 

15. A system for reducing unwanted data traffic in an is a firewall switch device which is configured to operate in 
Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) network due to a Distributed 40 the blocking mode in response to firewall rules generated by 
Reflection Denial of Service ( DRDOS ) attack , the ISP net- the DRDOS firewall module . 
work comprising a plurality of network devices connected 20. The system of claim 15 , wherein the honeypot device 
together in a computer network , wherein the system com- is configured to determine if a plurality of requests received 
prises : at the honeypot device are attack requests by identifying if 

a network device comprising a first processor and a first 45 the plurality of requests each comprise the same source IP 
memory , the first memory storing executable instruc- address and the same destination port . 
tions which , when executed by the first processor , cause 21. The system of claim 20 , wherein the system is 
the first processor to perform at least one function of the configured to group attack requests which comprise the 
network device ; same source IP address and the same destination port into a 

a honeypot device provided within the ISP network , the 50 flow group which corresponds to a DRDoS attack . 
honeypot device comprising a second processor and a 22. The system of claim 21 , wherein the system is 
second memory , the second memory storing executable configured to : 
instructions which , when executed by the second pro- identify attack requests having a plurality of different 
cessor , cause the second processor to perform at least source IP addresses and a plurality of different desti 
one function of the honeypot device , wherein the 55 nation ports ; 
honeypot device is coupled for communication with the group the attack requests into a plurality of flow groups ; 
network device ; and 

a filtering module provided at an edge of the ISP network , configure the filtering module to operate in a separate 
the filtering module comprising a third processor and a blocking mode for each flow group to block the attack 
third memory , the third memory storing executable 60 requests for each respective flow group from being 
instructions which , when executed by the third proces communicated to the network device . 
sor , cause the third processor to perform at least one 23. The system of claim 21 , wherein the system is 
function of the filtering module , wherein the filtering configured to identify the subnet of each attack request and , 
module receives requests from outside the ISP network , if the system identifies that there are a plurality of attack 
wherein the filtering module is coupled for communi- 65 requests corresponding to the same subnetwork , the system 
cation with the network device and the honeypot is operable to configure the filtering module to operate in the 
device , the filtering module being configured to receive blocking mode to block all requests corresponding to that 
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subnetwork and the same destination port from being com- predetermined threshold , configure the filtering module to 
municated to the network device . return to the normal mode of operation . 

24. The system of claim 15 , wherein the system is 28. The system of claim 27 , wherein the honeypot device 
configured to determine if a plurality of requests received at is configured to : 
the honeypot device are attack requests by performing deep 5 determine if a plurality of requests received at the hon 
packet inspection to identify if the plurality of requests each eypot device are attack requests by identifying if the 

plurality of requests each comprise the same source IP comprise the same protocol command . 
25. The system of claim 15 , wherein the system is address and the same destination port ; and 

configured to configure the filtering module to operate in the group attack requests which comprise the same source IP 
address and the same destination port into a flow group blocking mode if the number of attack requests received at 10 which corresponds to a DRDoS attack , wherein if the the honeypot device over a first predetermined period of 

time is above a first predetermined threshold . honeypot device receives a request comprising a source 
26. The system of claim 25 , wherein the system is IP address and a destination port matching a flow 

configured to : group , the system is configured to : 
store a packet timestamp of each attack request with the 15 store a packet timestamp of the request in a queue for 

the flow group ; same source IP address and the same destination port in compute the time difference between the earliest packet a queue ; 
compute the time difference between the earliest packet timestamp in the queue and the most recent packet 

timestamp in the queue and the most recent packet timestamp added to the queue ; 
timestamp added to the queue ; compare the time difference with the second predeter 

compare the time difference with the first predetermined mined period of time and , if the time difference is 
period of time and , if the time difference is less than or equal to or greater than the second predetermined 
equal to the first predetermined period of time , identify period of time , identifying the number of packet 
the number of packet timestamps in the queue and timestamps in the queue and comparing the number 
compare the number of packet timestamps with the first 25 of packet timestamps with the second predetermined 
predetermined threshold ; and threshold ; and 

configure the filtering module to operate in the blocking if the number of packet timestamps is below the second 
mode if the number of packet timestamps is above the predetermined threshold and the time difference is 
first predetermined threshold and the time difference is above the second predetermined period of time , 
below the first predetermined period of time . configure the filtering module to return to the normal 

mode of operation . 27. The system of claim 15 , wherein the honeypot device 
is configured to monitor the number of further attack 29. The system of claim 15 , wherein the system is 
requests received at the honeypot device over a second configured to prevent the honeypot device from enacting 

attack requests received at the honeypot device when the predetermined period of time and , if the number of further 
attack requests received at the honeypot device over the 35 filtering module is operating in the blocking mode . 
second predetermined period of time falls to below a second 
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